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Two different quasiparticle scattering rates in the vortex-line liquid phase of layered
d-wave superconductors
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~Received 21 November 2002; published 6 February 2003!

We carry out a quantum-mechanical analysis of the behavior of nodal quasiparticles in the vortex-line liquid
phase of planard-wave superconductors. Applying path-integral technique, we calculate a number of experi-
mentally relevant observables, and demonstrate that in the low-field regime the quasiparticle scattering rates
deduced from photoemission and thermal transport data can be markedly different from that extracted from
tunneling, specific heat, superfluid stiffness, or spin-lattice relaxation time.
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In recent years, the physics of nodal quasiparticles in p
nard-wave superconductors such as the high-Tc cuprates has
attracted a lot of, both theoretical and experimental, att
tion. The spectroscopic and transport properties of th
Dirac-like quasiparticles with a linear dispersion have be
studied in quite detail, and elaborate analyses of vari
mechanisms of elastic scattering in the uniform superc
ducting state have been carried out, including the effect
potential,1 Kondo-like,2 and extended impurities3 as well as
twin boundaries.4

In the mixed state, the recent quantum-mechanical ge
alization of the earlier semiclassical approach,5 proposed in
Ref. 6, allows one to account for the nonuniformity of t
local d-wave order parameterDp(r )5D cos(2up)exp@if(r )#
by means of a singular gauge transformation from the ph
cal electronscs(r ) of spin s to the new fermionic quasipar
ticles. Unlike electrons, the latter are subject to the effec
magnetic field with zero mean, which, besides the phys
field, also includes the supercurrent circulating outside v
tex cores.

Applying the gauge transformation of Ref. 6 to the ele
tronic states with energies small as compared to the m
mum gap, one can represent them in terms of the Nam
operators creating the auxiliary fermions with the mome
near the nodes ofDp(r ),

S cs~r !

c2s
† ~r !

D 5 (
n51,2;6

e6 ikF
n rS eifA(r )uns~r !

e2 ifB(r )vns~r !
D , ~1!

wheren51,2 labels the pairs of the opposite nodes, wh
the choice of the phasesfA,B(r ) is only restricted by the
conditionfA(r )1fB(r )5f(r ).

In the case of a regular vortex lattice, the representa
~1! was used to demonstrate that the structure of the qu
particle energy spectrum is that of the energy bands, ra
than the Landau levels.7

In the present paper, we extend the analysis based on
representation~1! to the experimentally well-documente
vortex-line liquid ~VLL ! phase,8 where the vortices are dis
tributed totally randomly due to their strong pinning by c
lumnar or other defects.

Any disorder, including that induced by random vortice
is expected to affect the behavior of thed-wave quasiparti-
cles most strongly at the lowest energies, possibly resul
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in the complete quasiparticle localization that, however,
still awaiting for experimental confirmation.9 In what fol-
lows, we focus on the ballistic regime of quasiparticle en
gies large as compared to the localization scale~see below!
which is readily accessible by a number of standard pro
such as angular-resolved photoemission~ARPES!, thermal
transport, tunneling, specific heat, muon spin rotat
(mSR), and spin-lattice relaxation.

In the quantum-mechanical approach of Ref. 6 the co
bined effect of the external magnetic fieldH5“3A(r ) and
swirling supercurrent characterized by the superfluid veloc
vs(r )5(\/2)(“fA1“fB)2(e/c)A does not amount solely
to the semiclassical Doppler shifte→e2kFvs(r ) of the qua-
siparticle energies.5 The latter is to be complemented by th
vector potentiala(r )5(\/2)(“fA2“fB), which couples
to the quasiparticles via their momentumk→k2a(r ), and
accounts for the quantum-mechanical Berry phase co
sponding to their Bohm-Aharonov~BA! scattering by the
vortices. Thus, the complete Hamiltonian of the nonintera
ing nodal quasiparticles contains both the scalarlike and
vectorlike random terms,

H5(
n,s

E dr c̄s$ĝ0kF
nvs~r !1v i ĝ i@pi2ai~r !#%cs . ~2!

In Eq. ~2!, we used the 434 representation for the matrice
ĝm5(ŝ2 ,i ŝ1 ,i ŝ3) ^ ŝ3 acting in the space of the Dirac bis
pinors composed of the Nambu spinors:cs

5@(u1sess8v1s8), (u2s ,ess8v2s8)(ŝ11ŝ3)/A2].
In order to keep our discussion and formulas relativ

simple, we consider the case of isotropic quasiparticle d
persion and use the units wherev i5hc/2e5kB51. More-
over, because of the predominantly small-angle nature of
quasiparticle scattering by the vortices, we choose to neg
the processes of internode scattering. While anticipating
neither of these simplifying assumptions will affect our ma
conclusions, we recognize that a combination of the ab
factors in the case of the real cuprates may give rise to
additional one- to two-dimensional crossover regime.10

As in the previous studies of the VLL phase,11 we average
over different vortex configurations by assuming the Gau
ian distributions
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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^g(v,a)
i ~q!g(v,a)

j ~2q!&5w(v,a)~q!~d i j 2 qiqj /q
2! ~3!

for both gv5vs and ga5a. The striking difference betwee
wv(q)5a/(q21a) and wa(q)5a/q2, which are both pro-
portional to the areal density of vorticesa52pH, reflects
the presence of screening for the scalarlike Doppler poten
and its absence for the vectorlike BA scattering. The lon
tudinal (}qiqj /q2) part of the correlator~3! proves to con-
tribute negligibly to all the quantities of interest~besides, it is
suppressed by the Coulomb interactions!.

In contrast to the previous analyses that focused solely
the effect of Doppler scattering,11 we find that vortex disor-
der has a profound effect on the quasiparticle spectrum
cannot be adequately modeled by a constant quasipar
width. In order to illustrate this point, we apply the standa
self-consistent Born equation

S~e,p!5E dq

~2p!2

e1S~e,q!

q22@e1S~e,q!#2
w(v,a)~p1q! ~4!

to the separate contributions of the two scattering mec
nisms towards the total quasiparticle width ImSv1Im Sa .

In the case of scalar disorder, Eq.~4! yields ImSv}a1/2

for small energies and momenta (e,p&a1/2), while at
max(e,p)@a1/2 it behaves as}a/max(e,p) which dominates
over the scattering by the vortex cores whose rate is e
mated as}a/D.

At first sight, the effect of the BA scattering may seem
be much stronger, since a naive solutionSa of Eq. ~4! with
the singular kernelwa(q) is plagued with a logarithmic in-
frared divergence of the momentum integral.

In order to avoid this spurious divergence, which ste
from the nongauge-invariant nature of the auxiliary fermi
propagator, one has to proceed directly with computing
manifestly gauge-invariant~retarded! Green’s function of the
physical electrons,

GR~e,r !5E
0

`

dt ei et^c~ t,r !c†~0,0!&

5 (
n51,2;6

e6 ikF
n rK cn~r !expF2 i E

C
~vs1as3

^ 1!d r 8G c̄n~0!L . ~5!

It turns out that the exponential decay of this function~see
below! makes it largely independent of the contourC which
can then be chosen as the straight path between the
points r and0.

To compute the amplitude~5!, we apply the path-integra
representation of Ref. 12 to the propagator of the auxili
Dirac fermions. First, for a fixed vortex configuration, w
cast Eq.~5! in the form of a functional integral over th
space-time coordinater (t) and the conjugate momentum
p(t) parametrized by the proper timet,
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G R~e,r uvs ,a!5E
0

`

dtE
r (0)50

r (t)5r
Dr Dp eiŜ0[ t]

3expF i E
0

t

dt8S kFvs1
dr

dt
aD

2 i E
C
~vs1a!d r 8G , ~6!

where we dropped, for the sake of compactness, the
over the nodal points and introduced the free fermion acti

Ŝ0@t#5E
0

t

dt8@eĝ01p~d r /dt8 2ĝ!#. ~7!

Averaging over the disorder variablesvs anda with the use
of Eq. ~3! results in the electron Green’s functionGR(e,r )
5^G R(e,r uvs ,a)&, which is given by Eq.~6! where, instead
of the exponential phase factor, the integrand contain
product of two attenuation factors

W(v,a)@r ~t!#5expF2
1

2E dq

~2p!2E0

t

dt1E
0

t

dt2ui~t1!

3ui~t2!w(v,a)~q!eiq[ r (t1)2r (t2)] G , ~8!

with uv5vF2r /t and ua5dr /dt2r /t. Thus, the presence
of the exponent of the line interal taken along the contouC
in Eq. ~5! strongly reduces the effect of botha and vs , as
compared to the case of the gauge-variant propagator o
auxiliary fermions. This observation seems to have be
overlooked in the earlier studies of this and related proble
where the phase factor in question would either not appea
all13 or be averaged separately from the fermion propaga
computed in a different approximation.14

Proceeding along the lines of the previous analyses of
problem of nonrelativistic fermions subject to a random ve
tor potential,15 one can show that in the ballistic regim
~which in the present case is defined by the conditione
@a1/2) the path integral~6! is dominated by the fermion
trajectories that only slightly depart from the straight lin
r0(t)5vt. Evaluating the factorWv for such a trajectory,
one obtains

Wv@r ~t!#'expF2r SAt

r
2Ar

t D
2E

0

` dq

2p
wv~q!G , ~9!

while the integral inWa turns out to be proportional to th
so-called Amperian area of the closed contour composed
fermion trajectoryr (t) and the ‘‘return’’ path2r0(t). Al-
though this purely geometrical term vanishes for the sad
point trajectoryr (t)5r0(t), its expansion to first order in
the transverse deviationr'(t) yields

Wa@r ~t!#'expF2
aE t

dt8Ur'~t8!UG . ~10!

2 0
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By analogy with the nonrelativistic problem studied in Re
15, the path integral~6! with theWi factors given by Eqs.~9!
and ~10! can be related to the resolvent of the Schro¨dinger
equation describing the transverse motion of the Dirac
mion,

@]x
21~e22q2!1~ae/q!2~ uxu1x0!21 ia sgnx#g~e,qux,x8!

5d~x2x8!, ~11!

wherex05(Aue/qu2Auq/eu)2/2a1/2.
By analogy with the results of Ref. 15, the averag

physical electron propagatorGR(e,p) can be obtained by
convoluting the kernel 1/(p22q2)3/2 with the solution of Eq.
~11! taken atx5x850, which is given by the formula

g~e,qu0,0!5F d

dx
ln~U1U2!G

x50

21

, ~12!

whereU65U(a6 ,l@x06x#) is the parabolic cylinder func
tion of the parameter a65(e22q26 ia)/l2 and l
5(2iaue/qu)1/2.

Turning now to the applications of Eq.~5!, we first dis-
cuss the electron spectral function satisfying the dispers
relation GR(e,p)5*A(e8,p)de8/p(e2e81 id). Near the
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maximum,ue22p2u&a, it can be shown to take the form

A~e,p!'
~eĝ02pĝ!Ab

$~e22p2!21b2@11~ ue/pu21!4/4#%3/4, ~13!

whereb'pa/8, thereby demonstrating a replacement of t
bare pole by a branch cut of the function (z2z0)3/2 resulting
from the above convolution procedure. According to E
~13!, the decay of the electron propagator in real spa
@GR(e,r )}e(G/r )1/2e2Gr for r @1/G] is governed byG(e)
}a/e, which should be thought of as the actual~energy-
dependent! quasiparticle width.

This direct experimental prediction can be tested by p
forming ARPES measurements in the VLL phase of the
prates under the weak-field conditions (AH!T!D).

Also, comparing Eq.~13! with the estimate for ImSv ob-
tained from Eq.~4!, we conclude that in the ballistic regim
both the BA and the Doppler scattering mechanisms app
to be equally important, contrary to the conclusions drawn
Ref. 16.

Next, we compute thermal conductivity given by the a
eraged product of two electron propagators,

kxx5E
0

` ~e/T!2de

cosh2~e/2T!
E dr

2p
Tr^ĝ1G A~e,r !ĝ1G R~e,2r !&.

~14!

The corresponding path integral reads as
^ĝG A~e,r !ĝG R~e,2r !&5E
0

`

dt1dt2E
r1,2(0)50

r1,2(t1,2)56r

)
a,b51,2

DraDpbĝeiŜ0[ t1] ĝeiŜ0[ t2] )
i 5a,v

Wi~ra2rb!, ~15!
ins

lud-

ges,

by

ris-
the

of
where the factorsWi(ra2rb) with aÞb account for the
vertex corrections, alongside the self-energy ones (a5b).
Thus, the path-integral method of computing the Dirac f
mion conductivity is capable of proceeding beyond the c
ventional ~noncrossing and fan-shaped! ladder series of the
vertex corrections to the bare fermion bubble~the latter suf-
fice only if the numberN of the Dirac species is large, whil
in the d-wave problemN5(s152).

Upon integrating over the ‘‘center-of-mass’’ variablesr1
1r2 and p11p2 and rescaling the ones describing relati
motion, we again arrive at Eq.~11!. This time around, it is
formulated in terms of the transverse relative coordin
(r 1'2r 2'), and its solution yields the averagêG AG R&
}e(GTr /r )1/2e2GTrr , whereGTr52G is now playing the role
of the momentum relaxation rate, in agreement with
above estimate for the quasiparticle spectral width. Plugg
this asymptote into Eq.~14!, we find that in the low-field
regime the thermal conductivity behaves as

kxx~T,H !. ~7p2/15!T3/H . ~16!

While being in agreement with the estimate based on
kinetic equationk}Tn/GTr proportional to the linear densit
of states~DOS! n}T and GTr}H/T, Eq. ~16! is strikingly
different from the result (k}T2/H1/2) that one would obtain
-
-

e

e
g

e

by naively assuming that the quasiparticle width rema
constant (G8}H1/2) up to the energiese;T ~cf. Ref. 11!.

The analysis of the data of Ref. 17 taken in YBa2Cu3O6.99
shows that Eq.~16! should be expected to hold forT
,30 K and 0.1&AH/T&1, where the vortex inducedGTr
dominates over the other mechanisms of scattering, inc
ing potential impurities.

Our approach also enables one to compute other avera
such aŝ G RG R&}e(GTr /r )1/2e2i er 2GTrr , which controls the
effect of vortex disorder on superfluid stiffness measured
mSR,

rs~0!2rs~T!5
1

pkF
ImE de tanh~e/2T!

3E dr Tr^G R~e,r !G R~e,2r !&

. ~2 ln 2/p!T1 ~H/8pT!ln~T2/H ! . ~17!

Notably, in contrast to the spectral and transport characte
tics whose behavior is determined by the structure of
electron spectral function near its maximum, Eq.~17! is gov-
erned by the overall momentum integral of the solution
the two-particle analog of Eq.~11!.
2-3
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This behavior is common amongst the thermodynam
quantities associated with the averages of local bilinear
erators c̄s(r )cs8(r ) which are invariant under the gaug
transformation~1!. In fact, averages such asGR(e,0) must
be computed differently, since now the trajectories contr
uting to the path integral~6! may deviate very strongly from
the semiclassical one,r0(t)50, although the mean square o
the distance over which a typical trajectoryr (t) ventures
from the origin still scales quadratically with time,^r2(t)&
}t2. For 1/D&t, this allows one to evaluate the dampin
factors as

Wi@r ~t!#'expF2
t2

2 E dq

~2p!2
wi~q!G . ~18!

Plugging Eq.~18! instead of Eq.~8! into Eq. ~6! and com-
puting the resulting~quadratic! path integral, we arrive at the
correction to the linear DOS corresponding to the clean lim

n~e!5Im Tr@ ĝ0GR~e,0!#5 ~sH/p3/2!F~e/sH!, ~19!

where sH
2 }H ln(D2/H) and F(x)5p1/2x erf(x)1exp(2x2).

The effect of vortex disorder is most pronounced at sm
energiese&H1/2, and it appears to be stronger than in t
semiclassical~Doppler-only! approximation~cf. Ref. 18!.

Directly, this DOS correction can be extracted from t
tunneling conductanceG(V)}n(V). Indirectly, it can also be
manifested through the correction to electronic specific h

C~T!5E
0

`~e/T!2n~e!de

cosh2~e/2T!
.

18z~3!T2

p
1

sH
4

16pT2 . ~20!

Notably, the correctionDC}H2ln(D2/H)/T2 is smaller than
the result (DC}H) obtained in the situation where the in
ervortex repulsion is stronger than random pinning, a
therefore the VLL is partially ordered.18

Although the smallness of the disorder-induced term
Eq. ~20! might hinder its detection, an alternate possibility
offered by the spin-lattice relaxation time,

1

T1~T!
}E

0

` n2~e!de

cosh2~e/2T!
.

2

3
T31

sH
3

3p5/2
, ~21!

where we dropped the overall prefactor proportional to
ion-specific matrix elements.
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In summary, we carried out a fully quantum-mechnic
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layeredd-wave superconductors. We demonstrated that b
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